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 a) As per Section 3.B the restitution for committing an error in pronunciation of a 
person(s) name shall be thirteen dollars and sixteen cents. If said person(s) name is of 
the ambiguous nature (i.e. Mellisa, Melliss, Liss, Mel or Mel) the restitution for the error 
is decreasing exponential variable x↔∆↔↓∆ 23, depending on the level of variance of 
the name (i.e. Melissa to Larissa is  to the power of two (x2) whereas Melissa to 
Melinda is x to the power of four (x4) and Melissa to Jeffrey is x to the power of ten 
(x10.)

 1.2. If one "bumps" into someone at a bar or tavern and they are not holding a drink, the 
restitution shall be five dollars. If one "bumps" into someone at a bar or tavern and they are 
holding a drink, and it nearly spills onto their worn cloth, the restitution shall be seven 
dollars and eighteen cents. If one "bumps" into someone at a bar or tavern and they are 
holding a drink, and less than thirty percent of the drink spills onto their worn cloth the 
restitution shall be fifteen dollars and eighty-nine cents; however if more than half of that 
less than thirty percent of the drink spills onto the floor, the restitution shall only be twelve 
dollars and eight cents. If one "bumps" into someone at a bar or tavern and spills their entire 
drink or drinks that the someone is carrying for the rest of their (presumed) party, the 
restitution shall be the sum of the drink(s) and thirty-eight dollars and six cents. If If one 
"bumps" into someone at a bar or tavern and spills their drinks that number in equal or 
excess of three (3) that the someone is carrying entirely for themselves, by cause of 
alcoholism, one shall pay the restitution of the sum of said drinks, fifty-six dollars and 
ninety-nine cents and 14/89th's of the rehabilitation/sterilization treatment that will be 
forced on said someone the following morning, after one acquires their address in 
mandatory heart-to-heart conversation and mandatory sexual interaction at said someones 
home. One will be accommodated in immediate venereal-disease testing by the state, a cash 
restitution of eighty-nine dollars, with a per diem on gas being sixteen cents per mile 
traveled to undergo venereal-disease testing, to be deposited into bank account within six-
to-eight business days after said mandatory sexual interaction, granted routing and account 
numbers are accurate and to-date.

• Acquiring of venereal-diseases or auto-immune deficiency syndrome will result in 
banishment and exile to an undisclosed island; home(s) being burned, pets (if any) 
being given to closest relative by marriage; identity being destroyed; memories of 
family members, friends and associates being wiped clean at mandatory stations 
and/or slaughtered if unwilling to submit to memory wipes. No financial restitution 
will be given, and shelter, cloth and nutrition on undisclosed island will be earned 
via work camp.

 2. If one loses someones mittens shall have a restitution of sixteen dollars and three cents. If 
mittens were owned longer than six years, fourth months and twelve days, the restitution shall 
be a hundred and nineteen dollars.

 3. If adultery is committed, the adulterer shall pay a restitution of thirty-five thousand dollars and 
eighteen cents, file a Standard Report of Degree of Sexual Satisfaction, Positions, Vivid 
Descriptions for each act(s) of adultery, as well as submitting to an immediate mandatory 
venereal-disease testing by the state. If adultered chooses to give the adulterer the option, the 
adultered is granted the legal right to list five acts at their leisure that the adulterer is legally 
acquired to fufill, depending on the act, within one (1) to thirty (30) days. The five acts are only 
limited as to not involving forced suicide, homicide or self-mutilation; all other pertaining legal 
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 4. statutes are invalidated and non-applicable. If adulterer chooses not to perform all five acts, the 
restitution shall be three-hundred thousand, nine hundred and fifty-six dollars and one cent, 
along with the previously described restitution of thirty-five thousand dollars and eighteen 
cents, the filling of a Standard Report of Degree of Sexual Satisfaction, Positions, Vivid 
Descriptions for each act(s) of adultery, as well as submitting to an immediate mandatory 
venereal-disease testing by the state.

• Acquiring of venereal-diseases or auto-immune deficiency syndrome will result in 
banishment and exile to an undisclosed island; home(s) being burned, pets (if any) 
being given to closest relative by marriage; identity being destroyed; memories of 
family members, friends and associates being wiped clean at mandatory stations 
and/or slaughtered if unwilling to submit to memory wipes. No financial restitution 
will be given, and shelter, cloth and nutrition on undisclosed island will be earned 
via work camp.

 1. If one remarks at the misfortune of someones appearance, and the someone hears about a 
remark regarding the misfortune, the restitution shall be seventy-six dollars and thirteen cents. 
If one remarks at the misfortune of someones appearance, and the someone hears the whole of 
the remark or at least seventy-five percent of the derogatory portion, the restitution shall be 
three-hundred and eighteen dollars and sixty-four cents. If one remarks at the misfortune of 
someones appearance directly to the persons during a conversatoin, the restitution shall be eight 
dollars and no cents, due to the straight-forwardness and courage of the remarker. If one 
remarks at the misfortune of someones appearance, and the someone is clearly physically 
handicapped, or been in a scarring accident the restitution shall be one-thousand dollars into the 
community lottery. If one remarks at the misfortune of someones appearance, and it is kind of 
up in the air if they were born that way or if it had been an accident, the restitution shall be 
fifty-dollars, unless remarker is aware of the nature/circumstances of their appearance, then the 
restitution shall be two-thousand five-hundred and seven dollars for being aware of the 
nature/circumstances of persons appearance and divulging it from the rest of the group; if 
remarker is the cause of the circumstance/nature of said persons appearance, the restitution shall 
be seven-thousand eight-hundred sixty-five dollars and two cents.   If one remarks at the 
misfortune of someones appearance, and they aren't really decisively unattractive or attractive, 
and it was decisively a subjective comment, the remarker, the person with debatable 
appearance of misfortune, and the listening parties all shall report the incident to Appearance 
Court,  and then report to Appearance Court at 122097 Restitution Highway, Tampa, FL, 65543, 
within thirty (30) days of remark. (It is the remarker, the person with debatable appearance of 
misfortune and the listening parties equal and sole responsibility to make sure that Appearance 
Court is still located at  122097 Restitution Highway, Tampa, FL, 65543.) 

• Acquiring of venereal-diseases or auto-immune deficiency syndrome will result in 
banishment and exile to an undisclosed island; home(s) being burned, pets (if any) 
being given to closest relative by marriage; identity being destroyed; memories of 
family members, friends and associates being wiped clean at mandatory stations 
and/or slaughtered if unwilling to submit to memory wipes. No financial restitution 
will be given, and shelter, cloth and nutrition on undisclosed island will be earned 
via work camp.

 1. If one feels they are attractive enough, they are allowed to consent to volunteer in brothel work, 
where they will undergo rigorous testing and experimentation. The restitution for these tests 
will be between thirty-thousand dollars and seven-hundred sixteen-thousand and eight dollars, 
depending on the results of the tests. The volunteers who pass will go on to a second run of 
trials, involving elaborate races, fights, race-fights, and aeronautical literacy tests. If tests are
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